ABSTRACT Secure the cooperative transmission is studied for an automatic repeat request (ARQ)-based wireless network against a jamming-aided eavesdropper. The eavesdropper utilizes the jamming attack to assist its eavesdropping by forcing the legitimate transmitter to retransmit its confidential messages under poor wiretap channel quality. Then, utilizing these retransmission opportunities, the eavesdropper will eavesdrop the confidential message under good wiretap channel quality. To address the threat from the jammingaided eavesdropper in the ARQ-based wireless network, we propose an adaptive cooperative relaying and jamming secure transmission scheme to protect the confidential messages. In the proposed scheme, the legitimate receiver adopts the energy detection method to detect the jamming-aided eavesdropper's action and a cooperative node will aid the secure transmission through cooperative relaying under jamming attack or cooperative jamming under eavesdropping attack. By taking into account of the detection errors, we investigate the transmission outage probability and the secrecy outage probability, and derive their closedform expressions for both one retransmission and multiple retransmissions scenarios. Numerical results are presented to verify the derived analytical results and demonstrate the performance superiority of the proposed scheme in terms of the secrecy outage probability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the broadcast nature of wireless medium, wireless networks are vulnerable to malicious eavesdropping as all other users in the transmission range are potential eavesdroppers [1] , [2] . Traditionally, the upper-layer encryption algorithms that assume limited computational capability at the eavesdroppers are implemented to protect the confidential messages [3] , [4] . However, the emergence of smart eavesdroppers with powerful computing hardware still threatens these encryption algorithms. Moreover, the complexity and difficult in key sharing and management limit the application of these encryption algorithms in the future wireless networks. Motivated by these security challenges, the physicallayer security has recently emerged as a promising technique to protect the confidential messages [5] - [7] .
By utilizing the physical characteristics of the wireless channels, the physical-layer security can provide perfect information-theoretic security under the condition that the information rate of the legitimate users is superior to that of the eavesdroppers [8] , [9] . Cooperative relaying and cooperative jamming are two critical physical-layer security approaches that have been widely studied in [10] - [17] . Park et al. [10] proposed a destination-aided secure transmission scheme in which the destination broadcasted jamming signals concurrently with the transmission of the confidential messages to protect the confidential messages. In [11] , two cooperative users, denoted as relay and jammer, cooperated with the secure transmission of the primary users. In addition, the optimal time allocation methods were studied for the three-phase and two-phase cooperative transmission schemes. Assisted by multiple cooperative nodes, Li et al. [12] utilized the cooperative nodes to retransmit a weighted version of the confidential messages or transmitted weighted noise to improve the secure performance. Moreover, the secrecy performance of the maximum ratio combining, distributed selection combining and distributed switch-and-stay combining schemes was studied [13] . For the network with multiple users, Wang et al. [14] proposed a join relay and destination selection scheme to achieve the full secrecy diversity gain and derived the exact and asymptotic expressions of the secrecy outage probability (SOP), probability of nonzero secrecy rate and ergodic secrecy rate. When the users had multiple antenna, Kim et al. [15] analyzed the capacity scaling and diversity order of the system assisted by K untrustworthy relays and proved the performance improvement of the distributed beamforming and opportunistic relaying schemes. In [16] , [17] , the authors analyzed the secrecy performance of the selective decode-and-forward and incremental decode-and-forward protocols in MIMO networks. In all above works, it was assumed that eavesdroppers were passive and silently eavesdrop the confidential messages. However, threatened by the smart eavesdroppers [18] - [25] , such as jamming-aided eavesdropper who can utilize the jamming attack to enhance the eavesdropping performance [26] , the wireless networks still face the risks of being eavesdropped.
Automatic repeat request (ARQ) technique is a powerful scheme to improve the throughput of the wireless networks, since multiple copies of the same message will introduce information redundancy in a sufficiently small error rate [27] . Lee et al. [28] analyzed the performance of outage probability and diversity order of the decode-and-forward cooperative ARQ relay scheme over packet fading channels. Kim et al. [29] and Chelli et al. [30] analyzed the outage probability and delay-limited throughput over timecorrelated channel model. The performance superiority of the ARQ based transmission schemes in terms of throughput, delay performance and energy efficiency has been proved in [28] - [30] . However, ARQ technique also increases information redundancy at the eavesdropper which will degrade the secrecy performance. The secure situation becomes worse when the ARQ networks face the eavesdropping threat from the jamming aided eavesdroppers, e.g., the eavesdroppers can jam the receiving process at the legitimate users under poor wiretap channel quality in order to make the legitimate transmitters retransmit their confidential messages for further eavesdropping under good wiretap channel quality. Therefore, a new secure transmission scheme is needed to protect the confidential messages for ARQ based wireless networks.
To protect the confidential messages against a jammingaided eavesdropper who adaptively chooses to jam the legitimate receiver or eavesdrop the confidential messages according to the wiretap channel quality, in this paper, we propose a new cooperative secure transmission scheme for the ARQ based wireless networks. In the proposed scheme, the legitimate receiver adopts the energy detection method to detect eavesdropper's action, and a cooperative node, denoted as R, will provide assistance for the secure transmission by adaptive jamming the eavesdropper when the eavesdropping action is detected or relaying the confidential messages when the jamming action is detected. By taking into account of the detecting errors, we investigate the performances of the transmission outage probability (TOP) and the SOP, and derive their closed-form expressions for one retransmission scenario. Then, we extend the proposed scheme to multiple retransmissions scenario and analyze performances of corresponding TOP and SOP. Numerical results are presented to verify the derived analytical results and demonstrate that the SOP performance in the proposed scheme will be improved. The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as below
• Facing with the threat from a jamming-aided eavesdropper, we propose a cooperative secure communication scheme to protect the confidential message in an ARQ based wireless network. In the proposed scheme, the jamming-aided eavesdropper adaptively chooses to jam the legitimate receiver or eavesdrops the confidential messages according the wiretap channel quality. Correspondingly, the legitimate receiver will utilize the energy detection method to detect the action of eavesdropper. According to the detection results, a cooperative node will relay the confidential messages under the jamming threat or jam the eavesdropper under the eavesdropping attack.
• Taking into account of the detection errors, there are four system states in the proposed scheme: (i) the eavesdropper is jamming and correctly detected; (ii) the eavesdropper is eavesdropping and correctly detected; (iii) the eavesdropper is jamming and detected as eavesdropping; (iv) the eavesdropper is eavesdropping and detected as jamming.
For each state, we analyze the performances of TOP and SOP and derive their closed-form expressions for both one retransmission and multiple retransmissions scenarios.
• We conduct comprehensive simulations to verify our analytical results and prove the performance superiority of the proposed scheme in terms of SOP. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model. In Section III, we interpret our proposed cooperative secure transmission scheme and derive the transmission rates and secure rates for four system states. By considering the detection errors, the performances of TOP and SOP for the one retransmission scenario is investigated in Section IV. We extend our scheme to multiple retransmissions scenario and analyze its performances of TOP and SOP in Section V. We conduct extensive simulations in Section VI, and Section VII makes some important conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an ARQ based network shown in Fig. 1 , where a legitimate transmitter, denoted as T, employs the ARQ technique to reliably and securely communicate with the legitimate receiver, denoted as D. In addition, an external node, denoted as R, will assist the secure transmission between T and D. Moreover, a jamming-aided eavesdropper, denoted as E, tries to eavesdrop the confidential messages or jam the received signal at D according to its the wiretap channel quality. When the wiretap channel power gain is larger than a preset threshold, it will eavesdrop the transmission of T. Otherwise, it will jam D to make T retransmit the confidential messages. Then, in the retransmissions, E will eavesdrop the confidential messages under good wiretap channel quality. The eavesdropping strategy can be summarized as g te ≥ ρ, Eavesdropping strategy g te < ρ, Jamming strategy (1) where g te is the channel power gain between T and E, and ρ is a preset threshold that is determined by E in advance. In order to protect the confidential messages, D will adopt the energy detection method to detect E's action, and R will cooperate with legitimate user according to the detection results. Specifically, when D detects the eavesdropping action, R will cooperate with T by jamming the eavesdropper E [31] - [33] . When D detects the jamming action, R will adopt the decodeand-forward (DF) relaying protocol to assist T's transmission [13] , [34] . The upper layer data packets are divided into equal frames and each frame experiences stationary, ergodic, independent, and block Rayleigh fading [35] with duration t which indicates that the channel state will be invariant within a frame, but independently vary from one frame to another. Each frame is divided into two parts: the energy detecting part with duration τ and the data transmission part with duration t − τ shown in Fig. 2 . Since D adopts the energy detection method to detect E's action, the false alarm probability and the detection probability, denoted respectively by p f and p d , FIGURE 2. The frame division diagram. Each transmission frame is divided into two parts. The first τ part is used for detection and the remaining T − τ part is used for data transmission.
respectively, are derived as [36] , [37] 
where
2 dt; γ is the received signalto-noise ratio (SNR); f s is the sampling frequency; ε is the detection threshold; σ 2 is the noise variance and it is assumed to unit. In this system, the channel variables of links T → D, T → R, T → E, R → E, R → D and E → D are denoted as h td , h tr , h te , h re , h rd and h ed , respectively. The corresponding channel power gains are denoted as g td = |h td | 2 , g tr = |h tr | 2 , g te = |h te | 2 , g re = |h re | 2 , g rd = |h rd | 2 and g ed = |h ed | 2 , and they are assumed to follow exponential distributions with parameters σ 2 td , σ 2 tr , σ 2 te , σ 2 re , σ 2 rd and σ 2 ed , respectively. For simplicity, we assume that all noise variables in the system are circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. In addition, the transmit powers of T, R and E are denoted as P t , P r and P e , respectively. To acquire the instantaneous channel state information (CSI) of the legitimate channels, at the beginning of each frame, T sends pilot signal to R and D, and then, R and D will estimate the CSI and feedback the CSI to T. Similarly, R will send a pilot signal to D, and D estimates the CSI and feedbacks the CSI to R. For practical consideration, we assume that E can estimate its instantaneous wiretap CSI by exploiting the pilot signals sent from T and R, but this CSI is not available at T and R since E will not send the pilots to T and R.
The legitimate users adopt the ARQ technique to guarantee the reliable transmission. In this paper, we first investigate the one retransmission scenario and then investigate the multiple retransmissions scenario. In order to protect the confidential messages, Wyner's wiretap encoding scheme is adopted. Specifically, we assume that T uses a codebook of C 2 nR tar , 2 nR s , n where R tar is T's target transmission rate, R s is intended secrecy rate, n is the length of the codeword, 2 nR tar is the size of the codebook and 2 nR s is the number of confidential messages to be sent. In the transmission process, 2 nR tar codewords are randomly grouped into 2 nR s bins. A confidential message ω ∈ 1, · · · , 2 nR s will be sent in each frame with transmission rate R tar and secrecy rate R s . The rate difference between R tar and R s , denoted as R e = R tar − R s , is the information redundancy against eavesdropping. VOLUME 5, 2017
III. COOPERATIVE SECURE TRANSMISSION AGAINST THE JAMMING-AIDED EAVESDROPPER
In this section, we will interpret the proposed cooperative secure transmission scheme in detail. By taking into account of the eavesdropper's actual action and the detected results, there are four system states: (i) the eavesdropper is jamming and correctly detected; (ii) the eavesdropper is eavesdropping and correctly detected; (iii) the eavesdropper is jamming and detected as eavesdropping action; and (iv) the eavesdropper is eavesdropping and detected as jamming action [36] , [37] . For each state, we will analyze the transmission rate and the secrecy rate.
A. THE MESSAGE EXCHANGE PROCESS
At the beginning of each frame, E first estimates its wiretap channel quality to determinate its action. In addition, in the initial τ part of the frame, D will detect the action of E and inform the detection results to T and R. Then, R will adaptively cooperate with T and D.
State i: when E is eavesdropping the confidential messages, R tries to jam E's eavesdropping. The received signals at D and E are respectively denoted as
where x t and x j are the confidential message and jamming signal from T and R, respectively and they are normalized to |x t | 2 = 1 and x j 2 = 1, respectively; n d1 and n e1 are received noises at D and E, respectively.
State ii: when E is jamming the receiving process, R will relay the confidential messages through the DF relay protocol. The received signals at R and D are respectively given by y r = P t h tr x t + P e h er x ej + n r (4) and
where y d2 and y d3 are the received signals in the broadcasting phase and relaying phase, respectively; x ej is E's jamming signal and it is normalized to x ej 2 = 1; n r is the noise variable at R; n d2 and n d3 are received noises at D.
State iii: when E is eavesdropping the confidential messages, D falsely reports the existence of the jamming attack. Then, R will relay the confidential messages and the received signals at R, D and E are respectively given by
and
P r h re x r + n e3 (8) where y d4 and y d5 are the received signals at D in the broadcasting phase and relaying phase, respectively; y e2 and y e3 are the received signals at E in the broadcasting phase and relaying phase, respectively; n r1 , n d4 , n d5 , n e2 , and n e3 are noise variables. State iv: when E is jamming the receiving process, D falsely reports the existence of eavesdropping attack. Then, the received signal at D is y d6 = P t h td x t + P e h ed x ej + P r h sd x j + n d6 (9) where n d6 is received noise at D.
B. TRANSMISSION RATES AND SECRECY RATES
In this subsection, we will derive the transmission rates and secrecy rates for each system state.
1) STATE i
When the jamming attack is correctly detected by D with probability p d , R will relay the confidential messages with DF relay protocol in two phases. During the broadcasting phase, R receives the confidential messages with rate
Then, R decodes and forwards the confidential messages to D. Adopting the maximal ratio combine protocol to process the received signals, D acquires rate as
Therefore, the transmission rate at D is R td1 = min (R d1 , R d2 ). For this case, the eavesdropping rate is R e1 = 0 and the secrecy rate is R sec1 = R td1 .
2) STATE ii
When E's eavesdropping action is correctly detected with probability 1 − p f , R will jam the eavesdropper. Then the transmission rate at D is (12) and the eavesdropping rate at E is
Therefore, the secrecy rate is
3) STATE iii
When E's eavesdropping action is falsely detected as jamming action with probability p f , R will relay the confidential messages. The information rate at D is R td3 = min (R d3 , R d4 ) where R d3 and R d4 are the information rates at R and D, respectively, which are given by
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The eavesdropping rate is given by
The secrecy rate is R sec3 = (R td3 − R e3 ) + .
4) STATE iv
When E's jamming action is falsely detected as eavesdropping action with probability (1 − p d ), R will jam E. Then, the transmission rate at D is
Since there is no eavesdropping action, R e4 = 0. Therefore, the secrecy rate is R sec4 = R td4 . In the proposed scheme, ARQ protocol is adopted to guarantee the reliable transmission, for example, if the confidential messages are unsuccessfully decoded, T will retransmit these messages. As the information retransmissions also bring eavesdropping opportunities, the jamming-aided eavesdropper can employ the jamming attack to make T retransmit the confidential messages to improve the eavesdropping performance. Since the fixed code rates are adopted in this paper, TOP and SOP are suitable metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme [38] .
IV. THE PERFORMANCES OF TOP AND SOP FOR ONE RETRANSMISSION SCENARIO
In this section, we will characterize the performances of TOP and SOP for the proposed scheme. First, we define two outage events as below:
• Transmission outage event: when the information rate C td of the confidential messages is less than R tar , i.e., C td < R tar , the transmission outage will occur.
• Secrecy outage event: when C td ≤ R tar or when C td ≥ R tar and the secrecy transmission rate C sec is less than R s , i.e., C sec < R s , the transmission will experience secrecy outage. Next, we will analyze the performances of TOP and SOP for one retransmission scenario.
A. INITIAL TRANSMISSION
For the ARQ based communication system with one retransmission opportunity, in the first transmission frame, E will choose its action according to the the wiretap channel quality and R will enhance the secrecy performance of the legitimate users according to the detection results.
According to (1), E will jam the legitimate receiver with probability
and E will eavesdrop the confidential messages with proba-
1) TRANSMISSION OUTAGE PROBABILITY
When the transmission rate of the confidential messages is less than R tar , D cannot successfully decode the confidential messages which indicates that the system experiences transmission outage. To characterize the transmission outage event, we will analyze the TOP performance for four cases described in Section III-B. For State i, the transmission rate at D is R td1 and the transmission outage will happen when R td1 < R tar . Therefore, the TOP is derived as 
whereŘ tar = 2 tR tar t−τ − 1. For State iii, the TOP is derived as
Proof: See Appendix B. For State iv, the TOP is derived as
Therefore, the average TOP for the initial transmission is
Remark: There are two kinds of detection errors in the system. For State iii, the eavesdropping action is falsely detected, and R will relay the confidential messages. Under VOLUME 5, 2017 the cooperation of R, D can acquire the highest rate among the other three states. However, for State iv, the jamming action is falsely detected, and D will be interfered by E and R. The transmission outage will occur with highest probability among the other three cases.
2) SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY
Similarly to the analysis in Section IV-A.1, there are still four cases in the derivation of SOPs.
Since E is half-duplex, it has no chance to eavesdrop when it is jamming. Therefore, for State i and iv, the secrecy rates are equal to their transmission rates, indicating that their SOPs are equal to TOPs. Then the SOPs for State i and iv are P sec,td1 out
Next, we will calculate SOPs for States ii and iii. For State ii, the SOP is derived as
where the probability of Pr (R sec2 < R s ) is derived as
× exp − 
where the probability of Pr (R sec3 < R s ) is given as
withŘ s = Remark: when E is jamming, it will make all its effort to jam the receiving process at D to force T to retransmit. Under this condition, the confidential message can be securely transmitted, which corresponds to State i and iv. However, in State iv, the transmission will be interfered by R which will decrease the SOP. For State ii and iii, the confidential messages are eavesdropped by E. However, in State ii, R will jam E to improve the secure transmission rate while in State iii, R will relay the confidential messages to increase the transmission rate of the legitimate user.
B. RETRANSMISSION
If the initial transmission experiences transmission outage, T will retransmit its messages. Assisted by the ACK/NACK signal, E can distinguish the initial transmission and retransmission. Regarding to the one retransmission scenario, E will eavesdrop the confidential messages in the retransmission. Otherwise, E will miss this confidential message. Accordingly, R will jam the eavesdropper to enhance the secrecy performance in the retransmission frame.
1) TRANSMISSION OUTAGE PROBABILITY
First, we will derive the transmission rate and evaluate the performance of TOP. Under the cooperative jamming from R, the transmission rate at D is
Employing the information cumulation strategy [39] , D can combine the messages from the initial and retransmission frames. Since there are four cases in the initial transmission, the TOP calculation will also involve four cases. For State i, by taking into account of the initial transmission and retransmission, TOP is derived in (30) at the bottom of this page. In (30), the detecting time is ignored since it is too short compared with the transmission time. A i , B i and 
where a = Remark: Since the goal of the jamming-aided eavesdropper is to eavesdrop the confidential messages, it will takes eavesdropping action in the retransmission slot. Accordingly, R will jam E's eavesdropping to decrease the eavesdropping rate. Therefore, all four states will experience the interference from R. For State iii, it is just interfered by R in the retransmission slot. Then, the TOP is highest among the other three cases. For State iv, it is interfered by E and R in the initial transmission slot and interfered by R in the retransmission slot. Then, the TOP is lowest among the other three cases.
2) SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY
During the retransmission slot, E will eavesdrop the confidential messages and acquire the information rate as R r e = log 2 1 +
Therefore, for State i, the secrecy rate is
Then, the SOP is derived as
Similarly, for State ii, the secrecy rate is
For State iii, the secrecy rate is 
For State iv, the secrecy rate is
Therefore, the average SOP for one retransmission scenario is derived in (45) at the bottom of this page.
Remark: The TOP and SOP characterize the attainable reliability and security performances, respectively, and can be regarded as the detailed requirements of accurate system design. From the definition of TOP and SOP, we can observe that increasing retransmissions will contribute the reducing of TOP while unfortunately increases SOP. Therefore, there is a trade-off between TOP and SOP with respect to the number of the retransmissions which will be investigated in the following section.
V. THE PERFORMANCES OF TOP AND SOP FOR MULTIPLE RETRANSMISSIONS SCENARIO
In this section, we will extend our scheme to N th retransmissions and investigate the performances of TOP and SOP for this scenario. For simplicity, we will ignore the detection errors in the deriving of TOP and SOP since p d can reach 0.9 [40] . Similar to the description in Section III-B, if D detects the jamming attack, R will relay the confidential messages and the transmission rate is R td1 ; if D detects E's eavesdropping, R will jam the eavesdropper and the the transmission rate and eavesdropping rate at D and E are R td3 and R e2 , respectively. According to the above discussion, we will study the performances of TOP and SOP for multiple retransmissions.
A. TRANSMISSION OUTAGE PROBABILITY
For the kth transmission, we denote
When ρ k = 1, E will eavesdrop the confidential messages in the kth frame. Otherwise, E will jam the receiving process at D when ρ k = 0. Then, the transmission rate at D after the kth transmission is
where R td1,i denotes the transmission rate under eavesdropping attack in the kth frame and R td3,i denotes the transmission rate under jamming attack in the kth frame. After the N th transmission, the transmission rate is
where R td3,N denotes the transmission rate in the N th frame which indicates that E will eavesdrop the confidential messages in the N th frame. Then, the TOP after kth transmissions is
Therefore, the total TOP is
where P out,0 = 1. For the multiple retransmissions scenario, we cannot directly derive the outage probability due to the mathematic complexity. In this section, we will derive the TOP and SOP for two extreme cases: R only relays the confidential message and R only jams the eavesdropper. When R just relays the confidential messages, the outage probability is 
whereR m tar = 2 2TR tar N (T −τ ) − 1. When R only jams the eavesdropper, the outage probability is
B. SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY
After the kth transmission, the eavesdropping rate is
Under this condition, the secrecy rate is
where k < N . When k = N , the secrecy rate is
Therefore, the total SOP is
where P sec,0 = 1 and P sec,i−1 = Pr R sec,i < R tar − R e is the SOP after the (i − 1)th transmission. By considering these two extreme cases described above, the secrecy outage probabilities are derived as
Remark: For multiple retransmissions, multiple retransmissions definitely decrease the TOP since multiple copies of the confidential messages are received at D. However, E can also receive multiple copies of the confidential messages. Therefore, we should control the number of retransmissions to improve the performances of TOP and SOP which will be investigated in our simulation.
VI. SIMULATION
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. In our simulation, R is located in the middle between T and D, and E is randomly located between T and D. The transmit powers of T, R and E are set to P t = P r = P e = 10 dB; the target transmission rate is set to R d = 0.4 bit/s/Hz; the frame duration is set to T = 50 ms; the sampling frequency is set to f s = 10 6 Hz; the target detection probability is set to p d = 0.9; and the detection time is set to τ = 1 ms. In the simulation, the eavesdropping threshold is set to its average channel power gain.
In addition, we also simulate the traditional secure transmission schemes for comparison. The contrast schemes are denoted as jamming scheme and relaying scheme where the eavesdropper just jams the eavesdropper and relays the confidential messages in the entire transmission period, respectively. In the following, we will evaluate the performances of TOP and SOP for the proposed scheme and the contrast schemes. 
A. THE ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we plot the TOP and SOP versus R tar for both one retransmission and multiple retransmissions scenarios. In these figures, we can observe that the analytical curves are in agreement with the simulation results. Since we analyze the performance under high SNR regime, the outage curve obtained from analytical result are slightly lower than the curves obtained from simulation. A large value of R tar means that it is difficult to successfully transmit the confidential VOLUME 5, 2017 messages which results in high TOP. A large value of R s indicates that it is difficult to securely transmit the confidential messages which results in the increase of SOP. Multiple retransmissions means multiple copies of the confidential messages. Therefore, the TOP will decrease. However, more retransmissions also result in more opportunities to eavesdrop the confidential messages. Therefore the SOP will increases. Then the gap between TOP and SOP of the multiple retransmissions is larger than that of one retransmission scenario. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , we plot the TOP and SOP versus p d under different R s . In these figures, we can observe that the detection errors have no effect on the TOP of the contrast schemes since the spectrum sensing strategy is not adopted in these schemes. p d has slight effect on the TOP in the proposed scheme. The reason is that a large value of p d indicates D can correctly detect the jamming attack with high probability, and it will lead to the decrease of TOP. In addition, a large value of p d will lead to the increase of p f and the increase of p f will lead to the increase of TOP. Therefore, in our proposed scheme, p d has little effect on the TOP performance. However, the SOP will decrease with the increase of p d . The reason is that a large value of p d indicates R can correctly detect the eavesdropping action with high probability. In addition, a large value of R s indicates that it is difficult to guarantee the security of the confidential messages and the SOP will increase. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , we plot the TOP and SOP versus R tar under different R s . In these figures, we can observe that a large value of R tar will lead to the increase of TOP since it is hard to meet the target transmission rate. A large value of R s means that it is difficult to securely transmit the confidential message and the SOP will increase. In the jamming scheme, R only jams the eavesdropper and the TOP is higher than our proposed scheme. In the relaying scheme, R only relays the confidential messages and the TOP is lower than our proposed scheme. Since our proposed scheme considers both the jamming and eavesdropping attacks, the SOP performance in the proposed scheme is the best among the contrast schemes. In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we plot the TOP and SOP versus ρ under different R s . A large value of ρ means that there are more jamming attacks. Therefore, there will be more transmission outage events which results in the increase of TOP.
B. THE PERFORMANCE OF TOP AND SOP FOR ONE RETRANSMISSION SCENARIO
However, for the contrast schemes, a large value of ρ means few eavesdropping attacks. Then the TOP decreases. In our proposed scheme, D can detect the activity of E and the appropriate action is taken to guarantee the security of the confidential messages. 
C. THE PERFORMANCES OF THE TOP AND SOP FOR MULTIPLE RETRANSMISSIONS SCENARIO
In Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , we plot the performances of TOP and SOP versus the retransmission times M under different R s . When there are many retransmissions, the confidential messages can be successfully decoded with a large probability and the TOP will decrease quickly. However, when M is large, there will be more chances to eavesdrop the confidential messages and the SOP will keep the same when M ≥ 7. Therefore, we need to control the retransmissions to efficiently transmit the confidential messages.
VII. CONCLUSION
We studied the cooperative transmission to secure an ARQ based wireless network against a jamming-aided eavesdropper. In the proposed scheme, the legitimate receiver adopted VOLUME 5, 2017 the energy detection method to detect the eavesdropper's action and R would cooperate with the transmitter to protect the confidential messages. By taking into account of the detection errors, we evaluated the performances of TOP and SOP and derived their closed-form expressions for both one retransmission and multiple retransmissions scenarios. Numerical results verified the derived analytical results and demonstrated the performance superiority of the proposed scheme in terms of the performances of TOP and SOP.
APPENDIX A THE DERIVATION OF
Since g tr and g te follow exponential distribution with parameters 
Then, the TOP can be derived. 
